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Apartment Information& Ratings Finder 

 

Executive Summary 

 My project deals with the hassles of finding an apartment to live in. Generally you have 

to search online for each different apartment and see reviews and other information and it can be 

very annoying. My project takes the name of the apartment and the city that the user inputs and 

finds the address, the phone number, the website, and queries from the web ratings for the 

apartment and the number of reviews. This way you can look at current rating data that is 

constantly updated in real time and see the difference between many different apartments. My 

project has a user form which allows the user to insert, delete, or edit and save apartment 

information. It also has a ribbon button which allows the user to graph the results of the different 

apartments chosen and see who has the best reviews graphically. The project also creates a 

hyperlink for each website so the user can click on the website on the sheet and check out what 

the apartment offers. This will be useful to anyone who is looking at a large number of 

apartments and wants to compare ratings across different apartments. The main vba elements I 

used in creating this project was web scraping, user forms, and macros. 

  

Implementation 

Here I will talk about what code I used to run my project: 

1. Web Scraping 

To find the data for each apartment, I used the Prof. Meservy’s code he showed us when he 

worked on LLBean, but instead of using LLBean I used Bing. I tried using Google, but I 



could not find any id tags for the search bar or button. Basically, for each different item (e.g. 

phone number, website, etc.) I was looking for; I would look at the source code for 

something unique that preceded it then use Merservy’sa.moveTo function. After I used that I 

would use the a.getText (“”) and put whatever what was after what I needed in the 

quotations. I found out that this function works from the top of the page and goes down so if 

you look for a phone number and then the website and the website is before the phone 

number in the source code, it would not pull the right website up. To fix this, after I got a 

variable I would reload the original search and use the a.moveTo function so it would start at 

the top. After I got the variables, I would input them in cells and then repeat the loop for the 

next apartment. Some apartments did not have the data I wanted so I included an else in an IF 

statement that made the variable equal to “Not Found” or something like that as seen in the 

screen shot below:  

2. Hyperlink 

I ran this sub after the get info sub which scrapped the web for the data. Basically, I used a do 

loop till blank cell to run the sub. Some of the websites did not have http://www. on them so 

I used instr to find out if they had that. If they did not I dimmed a string variable added the 

prefix on and then made the variable equal to the cell. I then created a hyperlink by making 

the hyperlink address equal to the cell as seen below: 

 

3. Creating the Graph 

For this I copied the names of the apartments and pasted them into the graph sheet. I did this 

using a do loop. I then did the same for the ratings. The ratings I pull of the web are stated in 

this format: 2.5/5. Since you cannot graph this since it is a string I had to pull out the first 

number and used that in the graph. I did this using instr and left since the ratings I retrieved 

were always to the tenth decimal place as seen in the screenshot below.  

http://www/


 

 

As I said before some apartments do not have ratings. In this case I would set the rating to be 

equal to 0. To create the graph, I just recorded it and cleaned it up for what I wanted. I also 

found code online and adjusted it so the size of the graph increases for the number of 

apartments as seen in the screenshot below. I also added code to delete the previous data and 

graph on the graph page for when you run it again and put this at the beginning of the sub. 

 

4. User Form 

I created a user form that looks like so: 

 

I used what we had learned about userforms and created this. I kept this simple, because that 

is the point of the project: to let it do the work. To insert and delete and save, I just made the 

text for the textboxes to equal the cells in the sheet or vice versa. I also added a prompt if the 

user clicks insert and there is no apartment name or city. I did this by using an IF statement 

with the textbox equal to blank. 

5. Ribbon Bar 



I created a ribbon bar with all the icons as seen in the screenshot. I did this using the UI 

editor and coding in the necessary phrases so they would connect to the subs. 

 
 

 

Learning and Conceptual Difficulties 

 I think the main difficulties I experienced was with scrapping the web. I looked at the 

google search page for a while and could not find any ids and Prof. Meservy did not talk about it 

much in class so I was stuck for there a bit. Other parts were getting the correct information from 

the web and figuring out how Meservy’s functions worked. Some things I wanted to include are 

the hours of the apartments and the price. I did not implement the hours because the formats 

were different for different apartments like having hours only on Monday, Wednesday, and 

Friday compared to most apartments that had hours Monday-Friday, then different hours on 

Saturday. The price also could not be found when you binged the apartment and the city, but if I 

had more time I would look into it. The hyperlinking was also kind of difficult since some of the 

websites pulled in would not have www in front of them, but eventually I figured it out. 

 

Assistance 

 I had no substantial assistance from any person or persons on this project. I did look up 

code on the web as I stated previously and I used the code and module that Prof. Meservy as a 

skeleton to do my web scrapping. 

 

 

 




